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Ref No: EI & IU/2717/OT/2019/NILD/C                                                         Date:13.02.2020                                                                                                                                                                                                                               

 
Delivery required within: 15 Days after receiving the P.O. 

Last date of submission of quotation-03.03.2020 

 
NILD NOTICE BOARD  
NILD WEBSITE  
SUB: LIMITED TENDER NOTICE  
 

REF: Invitation of Quotations for Purchase of Pre- School Items and Teaching and Learning Materials (TLM) 
Sl.No. Item Name Specification Qty 

1 ABC with objects counts To improve the social and cognitive skills by 
visualizing the objects of wall decor 

1 

2 Number cut outs,  -Do- 1 

3 Animal cut outs with names  -Do - 1 

4 Fruits with name cut outs -Do - 1 

5 Vegetable cut outs with names -Do - 1 

6 Birds with names cut outs -Do - 1 

7 Flowers cut outs with names -Do - 1 

8 Vehicles cut outs with names -Do - 1 

9 Community helpers with names cut outs -Do - 1 

10 Water animals with names cut outs -Do - 1 

11 Sports cut outs with names -Do - 1 

12 Insects cut outs with names -Do - 1 

13 Animals with their babies with cut outs -Do - 1 

14 Parts of body -Do - 1 

15 Days of the week room decorator -Do - 1 

16 Months of the year -Do - 1 

17 Five senses wall decorator  -Do - 1 

18 Height chart  -Do - 1 

19 Play school calendar  -Do - 1 

20 Match the pair puzzles 
 

Improve concentration, and ability to find 
similarities and differences in objects, train visual 
memory, increase short term memory, attention, 
improve vocabulary 

02 

21 Animal and babies puzzles 
 

-Do - 02 

22 Animals and homes puzzles -Do - 02 

23 Two piece puzzles 
 

Improve problem solving skills, cognitive skills, 
hand eye coordination, fine motor development, 
self esteem, social skills.  

5 

24 Three piece puzzles,  -Do - 5 

25 Matching alphabet and objects -Do - 02 

26 Vehicles jumbo activity buttons Improve concentration, and ability to find 
similarities and differences in objects, train visual 
memory, increase short term memory, attention, 
improve vocabulary 

2 set 

27 Fruit jumbo activity buttons -Do - 02 set 

28 Animal jumbo activity buttons -Do - 02 set 
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29 Multipurpose twist and turn wooden puzzle 
game  

For eye motor coordination 02 

30 Learning Wooden clock for children Cognitive development  02 

31 Shapes twist and turn puzzle Eye-hand coordination and fine motor activity 02 

32 Round Beads 
(Container to keep beads like a small with a 
string) 

Improve concentration and attention. 02 

33 Lacing alphabet For cognitive development  02 

34 shape beads -Do - 02 

35 large nuts and bolts  -Do - 02 

36 lacing shape beads -Do - 02 

37 Wooden Fruit tray- apple tray 
 

Train fine motor skills that improve coordination 
and decision making and cognitive development. 

02 

38 Wooden  Fruit tray- orange tray -Do - 02 

39 Wooden  Wild animal tray -Do - 02 

40 Wooden Domestic tray -Do - 02 

41 Wooden Transport- helicopter tray -Do - 02 

42 Wooden transport bus tray -Do - 02 

43 Wooden National symbols -Do - 02 

44 Wooden Flower tray -Do - 02 

45 Wooden Sports -Do - 02 

46 Wooden  Vegetable tray -Do - 02 

47 Body parts puzzles- Wooden A wooden puzzle with human figure with 
detachable body parts as shown in the picture 
with knobs on top to pull and fix. The knobs 
should be placed at the corners so as not to 
disfigure the objectSize:14”X9” 

02 

48 Pre writing pattern- Wooden Soft wooden plank non-toxic (washable 
material) with spaces to fit 4 soft wood in 
shapes of circle, square, triangle and rectangle 
in space corresponding on the plank in single 
piece (The shapes to be in single piece only) To 
be sealed in pouch Size- 8 “ X 2” Puzzles- 1 
inch to 1 ½ inch Hollow – ½” and raised ½” 

02 

49 English alphabets tray upper case- Wooden Wooden cubes (26 no) with smooth finish and 
light weight of 1 inch width and length with 
capital alphabets printed on the cube with 
corresponding picture on other side of the 
same cube. To be sealed in plastic box. 

02 

50 English alphabets tray lower case- Wooden wooden puzzle includes a tray with 26 alphabets (lower 
case )with big knobs that are attached to each alphabet 

02 

51 Shapes board- Wooden Circle, rectangle, triangle and square 02 

52 Build a tower : big circle- Wooden Pyramid Rings: A non toxic (washable) plastic toy, 
containing a flat circular base with 4 inches 
circumference and vertical tubular pillar fixed on top of 
the base from centre with circumference of ½ inch and 
10 inches long. 9 non toxic (washable) plastic rings 
graded in sizes, with 5 inches to 1 inch circumference 
(as shown in the picture) with hollow inside. 

02 

53 Build a tower : big square- Wooden 10 colorful pieces 02 

54 Build tower - stacking cubes- Wooden 6 colorful pieces 02 

55 Count & match insert puzzles- Wooden 2 sets of wooden tablets with Nos. on one set and 
corresponding number of dots on other sets Size of the 
shoe shaped sole:7.5”X3” 

02 

56 Model clock- Wooden Wooden clock with movable hands for hours (longer 
hand) and minutes (shorter hand) and rubber stamps in 
shape of clock dial in 3 types of shapes as in picture 
shown (round, square and oval). Also provide one small 
stamp pad for putting the impression of clock shape 
rubber stamps. Wooden clock circular shape with 
circumference-9” Rubber stamps – 2” sides in square 
shape, 2” in oval shape and 2” circumference in round 
shape. Wooden stand for mounting the clock-4” 
circumference X 1” thickness Worksheet-9 sheets of A4 
size with set of 3 sheets for each shape (3 sheets with 
round shaped dails, 3 sheets with square shaped dails, 
3 sheets with oval shaped dails) 

02 

57 Tracing set: English alphabets - lower case- 1 Board with 26 alphabets& 2 Dummy Pencils 02 



Wooden 

58 Tracing set: English alphabets - upper case- 
Wooden 

Board with 26 alphabets& 2 Dummy Pencils 02 

59 Birds: puzzles- Wooden 8 Birds puzzles on a soft wooden board plank. Birds 
selected can represent common Birds. Size: 14” x 9” 

02 

60 Birds: flash card- Card board 4x6 size 02 

61 Vehicle: puzzles- Card board 8 Vehicle puzzles on a soft wooden board plank. Vehicle 
selected can represent common Vehicle. Size: 14” x 9” 

02 

62 Vehicle: flash card- Wooden 4x6 size 02 

63 Numbers puzzles-Wooden Size as in PR-I 02 

64 Different kinds of puppets 
 (4 feet x 2 feet) 

For play  5 set 

65 Pyramid (Build a tower circle) To develop the count and develop child motor skills 
and imagination while having fun. 

02 

66 Shape sorter -Do - 02 

67 Rectangle table  
LxWxH (inches)= 48x24x20 

To arrange the sitting of children 2 

68 Chair- H-12” X W-14” -Do - 12 

69 Giant 2-d and 3-d shapes making blocks Develop the perception regarding shape 1set 

70 Giant linking shapes -Do - 1set 

71 Flash cards of English alphabets Improve the social and cognitive skills. Flashcard 
use to improve language and memorization. Also 
help to farter develop the, visual and kinesthetic, 
auditory learner in their learning. 

02 

72 Flash cards of  Fruits& vegetable -Do - 02 

73 Flash cards of Animals -Do - 02 

74 Flash cards  of Transports -Do - 02 

75 Flash cards  of Flowers -Do - 02 

76 Flash cards of Week names  -Do - 02 

77 Flash cards  of Month names -Do - 02 

78 Flash cards of Meaningful -Do - 02 

79 Flash cards of counting -Do - 02 

80 Flash cards of Opposite words -Do - 02 

81 Flash cards of Good habits  -Do - 02 

82 Flash cards of Functions of sensory organ -Do - 02 

83 Flash cards of Picture of depicting stages of 
child birth 

-Do - 02 

84 Flash cards  of Daily routine -Do - 02 

85 Flash cards of Shapes (with sand paper -Do - 02 

86 Flash cards of Numbers -Do - 02 

87 Flash cards  of Body Parts -Do - 02 

88 Flash cards of traffic sign -Do - 02 

89 Building blocks 
 

Improve eye hand coordination, spatial awareness, 
fine motor skills, enhance logical thinking capacity 

1 set 

90 Color blocks -Do - 1set 

91 Rattle For play  5 type 

92 Story telling flash car-Card board Size as in SEC/PV 02 

93 Jumbo crayons/Wax Multi colours 02 

94 Magnetic fish-Wooden Includes motorized spinning game board, 4 
nonmagnetic fishing poles and 21 fish 

02 

95 Magic clay-Wooden Very soft ,light weight, easily moldable with 30% less 
weight and more volume .This magic clay is air dr 

02 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 

 

GENERAL INSTRUCTION AND TERMS & CONDITIONS 
 

 
 

1. Submit the quotation for the above mentioned items in a sealed envelope, to the Purchase Section / 
Tender Box within 03.03.2020 between 10 am to 2 pm addressed to ‘The Director, NILD, B.T.Road, Bon-
Hooghly, Kolkata – 90’ with the word “Purchase of Pre- School Items and Teaching and Learning 

Materials (TLM) along with tender enquiry no. EI & IU/2717/OT/2019/NILD dated 13.02.2020 boldly 

super scribed on the top of the envelope. 
 

         2.  Quotation should be enclosed with complete details of the items.  
    
         3.  Copy of latest and valid Trade license, Income Tax, GST / Sales Tax Clearance certificate Pan card etc       

             all in the name of the firms should be submitted along with quotation. 

        4.   The price / rates for the item quoted must be valid for 03 months. 

        5.   Any other relevant information that the bidder may like to furnish so as to add the credibility,financial      
              solvency client list and past performance of the bidder. 
 
        6.   Delivery period should be completed within 15 days after receiving of the valid PO. Delivery            
              should be free at NILD Main Store.  
  

  7.   Any delay in supply will attract Liquidated damage as per General Financial Rules of GOI. 
      

        8.  The bidder should provide  the complete details of Bank Account like Name of the account holder,              
             Account No., Name of the Bank and Branch, IFS code for online transaction. 
           
            Thanking you 
 
 

                                                                                                                        
                                                                                                                                            Yours faithfully 

                                                                                                     
                                                                                                                                    Officer-In-Charg 
                                                                                                                                   Material Management     


